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The invariant four-volume V of a complete black hole (the volume of the spacetime at and interior
to the horizon) diverges. However, if one considers the black hole set up by the gravitational collapse
of an object, and integrates only a finite time to the future of the collapse, the resultant volume
is well defined and finite. In this paper we examine non-degenerate stationary black holes (and
cosmological horizons) and find that Vs ∝ ln(λ) where s is any shell that terminates on the horizon,
λ is the affine generator of the horizon and the constant of proportionality is the Parikh volume of
s divided by the surface gravity. This provides an alternative local and invariant definition of the
surface gravity of a stationary black hole.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 04.20.Jb, 04.20.Ha
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the importance
of the rate of growth of the invariant four-volume V of
stationary non-degenerate black holes and how this rate
of growth is related to their surface gravity. Now whereas
the three-volume of a black hole depends on the choice
of slicing [2], and in general the associated three-volumes
are finite, the full four-volume V is usually never dis-
cussed since it is formally infinite. (Consider, for exam-
ple, the four-volume of the region on and below the fu-
ture horizons in the Kruskal-Szekeres plane.) Even if we
consider the black hole as created by the gravitational
collapse of an object and so consider only part of the
Kruskal-Szekeres plane on and below the future horizon
and to the future of the boundary surface of the collaps-
ing object, the four-volume still diverges as we integrate
to the infinite future. However, we need not integrate to
the infinite future and so in effect consider the evolution
of V . In this paper, to start, we examine explicitly in reg-
ular coordinates the four-volume bounded by the horizon,
the central singularity and two distinct ingoing null cones
in the Schwarzschild spacetime. The situation is shown
schematically in Figure 1. This introductory calculation
points out a relation which we eventually show is a uni-
versal feature of stationary black holes: The invariant
4-volume V of a black hole grows as V ∝ ln(λ) where λ
is the affine generator of the horizon and the constant of
proportionality is the Parikh volume 3V [3] (equivalent to
the Euclidean 3-volume in spherical symmetry) divided
by the surface gravity (κ). Defining V∗ ≡ dV/d ln(λ) then
we have an alternative definition of the surface gravity:
κ = 3V/V∗. However, the Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter
class of black holes, for example, contain unstable Cauchy
horizons within their event horizons [4] and so one might
argue that in such cases we would be integrating over un-
physical regions of the spacetime. To overcome this we
show that the four-volume of a shell (s) which terminates
on the horizon is well defined and the shell can obviously
be constructed so as to exclude the Cauchy horizons. In
this case we find κ = 3Vs/V∗s and so κ is in fact in-
dependent of the “depth” of integration. We use such
a construction to consider cosmological horizons and to
argue that because of this independence on depth, κ is a
property of the horizon alone.
The paper is organized as follows: First we give a gen-
eral overview of the static spacetimes involved with our
preliminary considerations. Then the invariant partial
4-volume of a Schwarzschild black hole is calculated ex-
plicitly in regular coordinates. To consider more general
cases we first review the construction of regular coor-
dinates for non-degenerate static black holes. We then
calculate the invariant 4-volume V in this more general
context and explain the shell construction necessary for
the consideration of cosmological horizons. To move on
to the stationary case we first review Parikh’s construc-
tion and we then show that κ = 3Vs/V∗s holds in general.
The explicit verification in the Kerr metric is relegated
to an Appendix. We conclude with a discussion of this
alternative definition of the surface gravity.
II. BACKGROUND
The static spacetimes under consideration here can be
written in the form
ds2 = −fdt2 + dr
2
f
+ r2dΩ22 (1)
where dΩ22 is the metric of a unit two-sphere (dθ
2 +
sin2 θdφ2) and f = f(r), a polynomial with simple root(s)
which locate the horizon(s). Within the context of classi-
cal general relativity the form (1) is of course well known
as it includes the Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter class of
black holes. The form is also of interest for regular black
holes (those without internal singularities), a subject that
goes back many years [5]. The curious appearance of
(1) (that is, gttgrr = −1) has been discussed recently
by Jacobson [6] who showed, amongst other things, that
the central feature of (1) is the vanishing radial null-null
component of the Ricci tensor. Alternatively, consider
2FIG. 1: The collapse of a timelike boundary surface Σ that
terminates at the central singularity simultaneously with the
null cone δ and produces a black hole with horizon H. The
null cone v is any null cone to the future of δ. The partial
invariant four-volume V calculated here is bounded by δ and
v, and is on and to the interior of H. We eventually show that
the depth of the integration below H is irrelevant as regards
the surface gravity κ.
the metric
ds2 = −fdt2 + dr
2
j
+ r2dΩ22 (2)
where j = j(r). Since f is a polynomial with simple
root(s) let us write
f(r) = (r − a)h(r) (3)
where h(a) 6= 0. Whereas for (1) all scalars constructed
from the Riemann tensor are finite for r > 0 and h ∈ C2,
for (2) these scalars diverge at r = a unless j(a) = 0.
This, in some measure, helps to explain the prevalence of
(1). However, the from (1) is defective at r = a and so
for our considerations of V we need regular coordinates.
III. SCHWARZSCHILD
We begin with a calculation of the complete invariant
4-volume of a Schwarzschild black hole in regular coordi-
nates. As shown elsewhere [7], the Kruskal [8] - Szekeres
[9] form of the Schwarzschild metric can be given explic-
itly as
ds2 = (2M)2ds˜2 (4)
where
ds˜2 =
−4
(1 + L)e1+L dudv + (1 + L)
2dΩ22 (5)
with L ≡ L(−uv/e) where L is the Lambert W function
[11].
Trajectories with tangents [10] Kα = eL(1+L)δαv (con-
stant u = u0, θ and φ) are radial null geodesics given by
v(λ) = λe−u0λ/e (6)
where λ is an affine parameter (defined, of course, only
up to a linear transformation) and we note the expansion
∇αKα = −2u0
e(1 + L) . (7)
Trajectories with tangentsMα = eL(1 + L)δαu (constant
v = v0, θ and φ) are radial null geodesics given by
u(λ) = λe−v0λ/e (8)
and we now note the expansion
∇αMα = −2v0
e(1 + L) . (9)
On the horizons u = 0 and v = 0 then v and u are
affine parameters. The only singularity in (5) occurs for
L = −1. That is, uv = 1.
As is well known, the invariant 4-volume over some
region R of spacetime is given by
V =
∫ √
|g| 4dx (10)
where g is the determinate of the metric and the integra-
tion is over R. For the present calculation, R is defined
in Figure 2. From (10), (5) and (4) we have
V = (2M)4
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
∫ v
δ
∫ 1/v
0
1 + L
e1+L
du dv sin(θ)dθ dφ
(11)
from which we find
V = 8π
3
(2M)4 ln(
v
δ
) (12)
so that with u0 = 0 from (6) we arrive at the manifestly
invariant statement
dV
dλ
=
8π
3
(2M)4
1
λ
, (13)
irrespective of initial conditions. This relation can be
written in the equivalent form
dV
dλ
=
3V
κλ
(14)
where κ (= 14M ) is the surface gravity (see below) and
3V (= 4pi3 (2M)3) is the Euclidean 3-volume (also see
below as the Euclidean form is due to the symmetry).
Defining
V∗ ≡ dV
d ln(λ)
(15)
we rewrite (14) as
κ =
3V
V∗ . (16)
3FIG. 2: R for the calculation of V. The black hole is created
by the collapse of some timelike boundary Σ. (The diagram
to the left of Σ is irrelevant.) The first ingoing null geodesic
to hit the vacuum singularity is labeled N and crosses the
horizon at v = δ.
IV. GENERAL f - BLACK HOLES
We start with a known construction [12] of regular
coordinates for spherically symmetric static spacetimes
with non-degenerate horizons.
A. Construction of coordinates
From (1) it follows that there exists coordinates u and
v defined by
2C du
u
=
dr
f
− dt (17)
and
2C dv
v
=
dr
f
+ dt (18)
where C is a constant. The trajectories of constant u
(variable v) and of constant v (variable u) label radial
null geodesics. In particular, note that
C(du
u
+
dv
v
) =
dr
f
(19)
which, though obvious, is of particular use in what fol-
lows. The intermediate form of the metric is
ds2 = 4C2f dudv
uv
+ r2dΩ22, (20)
where now r = r(u, v). Since (20) remains defective at
r = a, decompose f as
1
f
=
1
h(a)(r − a) +
k(r)
h(r)
(21)
where k(a)/h(a) 6= 0 and finite. It follows that
uv = ±(r − a) 1Ch(a) exp(
∫
k(r)
Ch(r)dr + E) (22)
where the sign depends on how we choose to orientate
the u− v axis and E is a constant. We now have
ds2 = ±4C
2(r − a)h(r)
(r − a) 1Ch(a)
exp(−
∫
k(r)
Ch(r)dr−E)dudv+r
2dΩ22
(23)
where now, from (22), r = r(uv). From (23) we see that
there is but one choice for C that gives a regular covering
at r = a,
C = 1
h(a)
=
1
2κ
(24)
where we have defined the surface gravity [13]
κ ≡ 1
2
df
dr
∣∣∣
a
> 0. (25)
Finally we note that
∣∣∣ v
u
∣∣∣ = exp(2κt). (26)
In summary: under the transformations (22) and (26)
the metric (1) takes the form
ds2 = K(r)dudv + r2dΩ22 (27)
where again from (22), r = r(uv) and
K(r) ≡ ±ah(r)
κ2
exp(−2κ
∫
k(r)
h(r)
dr). (28)
The integration constant has been absorbed into the fac-
tor a and again the choice of sign determines the orien-
tation of the u− v axis. Under these transformations the
Killing vector ηα = δαt becomes η¯
α = (u,−v, 0, 0). Note
that the specified construction can always be done. How-
ever, about a distinct root, say r = b 6= a, a new chart
must be constructed about r = b. With f = 1 − 2M/r
we arrive back at (4) with (5).
B. Volume
It is convenient to start with the intermediate form
(20) so that with (24) we have, prior to specifying bound-
ary conditions,
V = 4π
∫ (∫
fr2
2κu
du
)
dv
κv
. (29)
4We now consider a shell (s) from r = a to r = r1 < a
and make use of (19) and (24) to write
4π
∫
fr2
2κu
du→ 4π
∫ a
r1
r2dr = 3Vs (30)
and so from (29) and (30)
dVs
dv
=
3Vs
κv
. (31)
As explained below, a shell-type construction is needed
for the consideration of cosmological horizons.
To interpret v we now use the regular form (27) with
(28). Trajectories with tangents Kα = −4K(r)δαv (constant
u = u0, θ and φ) are radial null geodesics with expansion
∇αKα = −8u0
K(r)r
dr
d(uv)
. (32)
Trajectories with tangents Mα = −4K(r)δαu (constant v =
v0, θ and φ) are radial null geodesics with expansion
∇αMα = −8v0
K(r)r
dr
d(uv)
. (33)
We set the horizons r = a at u = 0 and v = 0 so that v
and u are affine parameters. We can now rewrite (31) in
the form
dVs
dλ
=
3Vs
κλ
. (34)
Note that section III above can be recovered form this
section by setting r1 = 0 and f = 1− 2M/r. Proceeding
as above and defining
V∗s ≡
dVs
d ln(λ)
(35)
we rewrite (34) as
κ =
3Vs
V∗s
. (36)
We see that κ is in effect independent of the thickness of
the shell s and so we view it as a property of the horizon
alone.
V. GENERAL f - COSMOLOGICAL HORIZONS
The foregoing argument applies directly to cosmolog-
ical (and Cauchy) horizons with the insertion of an ab-
solute value in the definition of the surface gravity in
(25). We emphasize this point here by way of a direct
calculation in de Sitter space in regular coordinates.
A complete covering of de Sitter space is given by
ds2 =
3
Λ
ds¯2 (37)
where
ds¯2 =
−4
(1− uv)2 dudv +
(
1 + uv
1− uv
)2
dΩ22 (38)
and we consider the region 0 < r ≡
√
3
Λ (1 + uv)/(1 −
uv) <∞. Trajectories with tangents Kα = (1− u0v)2δαv
(constant u = u0, θ and φ) are radial null geodesics given
by
v(λ)u0 = 1− 1
u0λ
(39)
where λ is an affine parameter and u0 6= 0. If u0 = 0 then
the geodesic is affinely parameterized by v. We note the
expansion
∇αKα = 4u0
(
1− u0v
1 + u0v
)
. (40)
Trajectories with tangentsMα = (1−uv0)2δαu (constant
v = v0, θ and φ) are radial null geodesics given by
u(λ)v0 = 1− 1
v0λ
(41)
for v0 6= 0. If v0 = 0 then the geodesic is affinely param-
eterized by u. We now note the expansion
∇αMα = 4v0
(
1− uv0
1 + uv0
)
. (42)
On the cosmological horizons r =
√
3
Λ , u = 0 or v =
0 and so v and u are affine parameters. There are no
singularities in (38). Note that r = 0 for uv = −1 and
r = ∞ for uv = 1. To calculate a finite volume V for
a cosmological horizon we integrate from r =
√
3
Λ out
to (say) ǫ
√
3
Λ where ǫ > 1. The situation considered is
qualitatively similar to Figure 2 but note that r is now
increasing along N . We now have
Vs = 4π
(
3
Λ
)2 ∫ v
δ
∫ ∆/v
0
(1 + uv)2
(1 − uv)4 du dv (43)
where 0 < ∆ ≡ (ǫ− 1)/(ǫ+ 1) < 1. We find
Vs = 4π
3
(
3
Λ
)2 (
ǫ3 − 1) ln(v
δ
) (44)
so that we arrive at the manifestly invariant statement
dVs
dλ
=
4π
3
(
3
Λ
)2 (
ǫ3 − 1) 1
λ
, (45)
irrespective of initial conditions. It is a simple matter to
show that (45) is equivalent to (34) and therefore (36).
All calculations up to this point can be considered
merely motivational (but we think important) for the
brief argument that now follows.
5VI. THE SURFACE GRAVITY κ
Parikh [3] has considered the volume
3V∗ =
∫ √
|g| 3dx = dV
dT
(46)
for spacetimes with non-degenerate Killing vectors ηα
with Killing parameter T where ηα∇αT = 1. (Because
the Parikh volume is a rate, we have introduced a su-
perscript ∗ for consistency with (15).) It is important to
note that the integrand in (46) refers to the full space-
time and not a slice of it. For static spherically symmetric
spacetimes it is easy to show that the Parikh volume at a
horizon r = a is simply the Euclidean 3-volume 4πa3/3.
However, away from (say) spherical symmetry, this will
not be the case. Now let us write
κ ≡
3V∗s
V∗s
=
1
λ
dλ
dT
≡ κ. (47)
The right hand equivalence is a usual definition of the
surface gravity κ (see, for example, Wald [13]). The
left hand equivalence is our interpretation of κ, as veri-
fied explicitly in the foregoing motivational calculations.
Further explicit calculations seem essentially pointless in
view of obvious equality in the center of (47), and so we
relegate the explicit verification in the Kerr metric to the
Appendix.
VII. DISCUSSION
The usual physical meaning given to the surface grav-
ity is, as explained for example by Poisson [4], “the force
required of an observer at infinity to hold a particle
(of unit mass) stationary at the horizon” (think of the
Schwarzschild case). The interpretation given here, that
the surface gravity is the ratio of the Parikh volume to
the rate of change of the invariant four-volume for a shell
of arbitrary (but non-vanishing) thickness bounded by
the horizon, is a local interpretation that would appear
to be new. An important question is, can we use this
to gain further insights into black hole mechanics? The
most obvious conclusion regards the third law of black
hole mechanics, κ 9 0. Since 3Vs > 0 even in the degen-
erate case (consider, for example, the static spherically
symmetric case) we see that the third law demands that
the rate of growth V∗s must remain finite. In order to vi-
olate the third law we need V∗s →∞ and since dVs/dλ is
finite, this requires λ→∞ in agreement with the formu-
lation of Israel [14]. That is, in a sequence of quasi-static
steps, the reduction of κ to zero would take infinite ad-
vanced time.
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Appendix: Kerr
In standard Kerr coordinates (r, θ, φ, v) (e.g. Poisson
[4] equation (5.65)) the null generator of the outer horizon
(r+ = m+
√
m2 − a2) can be given as
pα = (0, 0,
a√
m2 − a2 exp(−κv),
1
κ
exp(−κv)) (A.1)
where
κ =
√
m2 − a2
2m(m+
√
m2 − a2) . (A.2)
We have
V =
∫ lnλ2
κ
lnλ1
κ
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
∫ r+
0
sin(θ)(r2+a2cos(θ)2)drdθdφdv
(A.3)
from which we obtain
dV
d lnλ
=
4
3
πr+(r
2
+ + a
2)
1
κ
. (A.4)
We note that Parikh [3] has already shown that
3V∗ = 4
3
πr+(r
2
+ + a
2) (A.5)
and so with (A.4) and (A.5) we arrive back at (47) with-
out s. To insert s we simply integrate from r0 < r+.
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